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SUBJECT: SUN STREAK Report - 9047 (U) 

~ODCSINT, DAMI-PO 

1. (S/STD/NF) Two remote viewing sessions were conducted on 9 
i 

'July 1990 ·to describe and determ¥~1 Eihe current location of the 
target vessel identified as the....... Efforts were conducted 

termine the destination of ~ contraband in the form of 
, to identify and describe a second vessel 
projected to on-load contr~band from the t. SG1B 

2. (S/STD/NF) ~~ding to Remqte ~iewer 025, the vessel 
identified as the' , is currently located south of the 
Caicos Islands. The cocaine it carried appeared packaged "in 
bottles, in round packages, located in the back (of the ship) and 
{stored) below." ugs will be off-loaded to t 
ident.1.(Jad as " at geographical coordinates 
for f~~distr long the eastern seaboard of 
1I'l.e t was described as a "big vessel having a 

SG1B 

superstructure." 

3. ~ (S/STD/NF) V"tewer 018 perceived the_ as being SG1B 
;curr~ntl located at geographical coordinates 140 00'N/65030'W. 

SG1B The appeared scrubbed clean after having off-loaded its 

{ 

cargo o' legal drugs to a large, bulky, slow-moving vessel, on 
6 July 1990, at geographical coordinates 160 15'N/51015'W. The 
drugs were packaged in "some kind of slick-surfaced paper, the 
same size as one-pound packages of coffee ·grounds." 
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